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All measurements 
are in millimeters 
unless indicated 

otherwise.

POWER OUTLETS
The Slimline range features the 
Australian, Brazilian, SA, 
Schuko, US and UK power 
outlets with more international 
outlets soon to come. Available 
in black, grey and white. 
Contact your distributor or visit 
www.powerlogic.net for more 
information.
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PERIPHERALS 

AESTHETICS
There is a wide variety of 
colours and finishes for both 
metal and plastic components 
that are sure to complement 
any environment. Contact your 
distributor for detailed options.

SWITCHES
The unit is able to house a 15A 
Thermal Overload Switch as 
well as other standard red and 
green switches depending on  
the client’s request

UNLIMITED 
CONFIGURATIONS
Units can be assembled in 
almost any configuration with a 
wide variety of combinations of 
power outlets, peripherals, 
colours and finishes.

MOUNTING OPTIONS
All Slimline units have a 
T-channel running along the 
bottom of the extrusion used 
for prefitting desk clamps if 
requested. Clamps angle the 
unit at 45 degrees to ensure the 
most ergonomic position for 
use (See reverse).

Big and bulky power outlets are a thing of 
the past. The Slimline range is the most 
compact among the Powerlogic products 
with five sleek body types that are sure to 
simplify and stylize almost any area it is 
used in while taking up the minimal amount 

of space.

CABLE EXIT
This range features a swivel-
ling cable exit with a 90 degree 
range. It extends the cable life 
by relieving stress where the 
cable exits the unit through the 
specially designed cable grip 
(See reverse).

POWER OPTIONS
The unit has Hybrid Power 
capabilities (power & data) and 
is also able to house one or 
more circuits in a single unit.

RCA USB

Cat 6 H
D

M
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Data HDMI

VGA

Swivelling cable exit on 
a Protea unit fitted 
with dual circuits.

Individually Switched and Fused 
Orion (Slimline Alpha) unit with 
Data and a 3PP connector.
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DIMENSIONS:
Length:   Depending on Configuration 

Width  - Omega: 64mm (Approx. 2.52 in.)
 - Orion:  52mm (Approx. 2 in.)
 - Protea: 67mm (Approx. 2.64 in.)
 - Iris:   54mm (Approx. 2.13 in.)
 - Tulip:  52mm (Approx. 2 in.)

Height (All):   42mm (Approx. 1.65 in.)
 
ELECTRICAL:
Operating Voltage: 220V - 250V @ 50 Hz
   110V - 125V AC @ 60 Hz

Current:  15A

Max Power:  1800W @ 110V - 125V AC
   3000W @ 220V - 250V AC

MAINTENANCE AND CARE:
Ensure unit is disconnected prior to 
cleaning.

Clean the unit with a damp cloth and dry 
immediately.

Do not use harsh chemical solvents.

WARNING! !
For indoor use only
If any malfunction occurs, do not attempt to repair 
Return product to manufacturer for repair
Do not insert foreign objects into power outlets
For counter top or bottom mounting
For other options, contact your distributor

PLEASE NOTE: WARRANTY VOID 
IF PRODUCT IS TAMPERED WITH 

IN ANY MANNER
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0 WORK 

SURFACE

DESK CLAMP INSTALLATION

To install the Slimline 
unit with a pre-fitted 
desk clamp, simply 
loosen the bolt in an 
anti-clockwise direc-
tion until the clamp-
ing cavity is large 
enough to fit over the 
edge of the work 
surface. 

Slide the clamp on to 
the work surface and 
fasten the bolt in a 
clockwise direction.

Bolt

EXTRUSION PROFILES

Omega
(64mm)
(2.52 in.)

Orion
(52mm)

(2 in.)

Protea
(67mm)
(2.64 in.)

Iris
(54mm)
(2.13 in.)

Tulip
(52mm)

(2 in.)

90 Degree 
swivel cable 
grip and exit.

Desk thickness range: 15mm - 35mm
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